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way. Some of the older clubs remained small and select as ever,
but larger numbers and more open doors became usual. The
foundation in 1883 of the National Liberal Club and the Con-
stitutional Club marked a double innovation. For they were the
first ever formed with political party membership as an express
qualification, and also the first with no personal or social basis.
Games and cycling were the chief influences modifying men's
costume in this period. In the seventies that of a gentleman in
London, or on full-dress occasions elsewhere, was still what it
had been in the early fifties—a black frock-coat, top-hat, and
wide tubular trousers sweeping the ground at heel but rising in
front over the instep. Men, however, had long ceased to play
cricket in top-hats; and they no longer wore black frock-coats on
mountain walks, as Ruskin is depicted doing in Millais's portrait
of 1854.1 For town and Sunday wear the variation of a 'morning
coat* with tails increased its vogue, though never in London
thought equally full-dress. More important was the develop-
ment, for provincial and country use, of an early form of lounge-
coat presaging the universal dress of to-day. The prince of Wales
seems particularly to have favoured it; popular photographs of
him thus clad had appeared even in the late sixties. But by the
early eighties it had a much stronger footing. By then, too,
cycling had introduced a new type of loose short breeches
fastened with a buckle below the knee; they were usually worn
with a buttoned-up coat modified from a shooting-jacket and
known as a 'Norfolk9 jacket. Similar breeches replaced the long
trousers originally worn for playing football, and were themselves
replaced in the late eighties by open 'shorts3, originally intro-
duced for running and jumping. Long trousers of white flannel,
which had become standardized for cricket, were adopted for
lawn-tennis. But the greater emphasis on agility in the new game
helped to make them shorter, freer, and more workmanlike; and
their cut seems to have reacted beneficially on the over-long
trousers till then fashionable in daily wear. Altogether the pro-
gress made by men's costume in the upper and middle classes
between 1870 and 1886 was very marked in the direction of
lighter, shorter, freer, and more hygienic forms; and with it
came eventually some lessening of the ugliness which in this as
* A messenger from the foreign office once found Lord Salisbury rabbit-shooting
in a frock-coat, but that is recorded as a personal eccentricity.

